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Abstract

The needs for managing similar documents in differ-
ent languages increases with the growing amounts of elec-
tronic information available in documents of the same type
(e.g. news streams). This paper proposes a viable ap-
proach to information access emphasizing the hypertextual
paradigm in a multilingual framework. This task of pro-
cessing/structuring text so that cross-lingual hypertextlinks
are generated will be called Multilingual Authoring (MA).
Methods from Natural Language Processing, especially In-
formation Extraction, to both monolingual and Multilingual
Authoring will be described and a general architecture for
MA will be defined. Effectiveness of the proposed approach
will be discussed the description of the NAMIC prototype
system1

1 Introduction

Access to the growing amounts of multilingual informa-
tion is made critical by the widespread adoption of dis-
tributed and multimedia technologies. The Web offer to
large communities of naive users relevant information in
different languages. This is sparse in a heterogeneous space
difficult to govern by means of existing search technolo-
gies. Selecting, filtering and managing multilingual streams
of news is even more critical for international information
providers.

From one side, traditional Information Retrieval (IR) ap-
proaches are too general largely because of the adopted
shallow matching techniques. User is too often forced to

1NAMIC is a HLT EU-funded project, devoted to the Multilingual Au-
thoring of news agency text. EFE and ANSA, the major news agencies in
Spain and Italy respectively, and the Financial Times are all members of
the NAMIC consortium.

read a significant number of irrelevant documents before
reaching interesting information. On the other side, tradi-
tional NLP technologies, like Information Extraction (IE)
[10],[15] approaches, are very specific and too biased to re-
stricted sets of information.

Automatic Authoring aims to create hypertextual orga-
nizations of (possibly multilingual) documents. This kind
of information is an ‘added value’ to the information im-
plicitly embodied in the text and it is not in contrast with
other retrieval paradigms. Multilingual Authoring is the ac-
tivity of processingdocuments,detectingandextractingrel-
evant information from them and, accordingly,organising
source texts in a non-linear fashion. The result is an infor-
mation access paradigm that is a good example of how IR
and IE methods can be improved via their integration. In
Automatic Authoring (AA), the hypertextual structure pro-
vide navigation guidelines. The final user is responsible for
crossing links after evaluating the relevance of the system
suggestions.

Of course the challenge of AA is not free from prob-
lems. While IE systems like the ones participating in the
Message Understanding Conference (MUC, see [14]) are
oriented towards specific phenomena (e.g.joint ventures)
in restricted domains, the scope of Automatic Authoring is
wider. The size of the required IE is thus very large in AA.
This requires more flexible architectures where more gen-
eral information is required to lead the matching and ex-
traction phases. This would allow higher coverage and a
not-so-small precision. Notice that in the AA framework,
large-scale knowledge bases are also required for modeling
either linguistic and world knowledge.

Moreover, when faced with multilingual information ho-
mogeneous representations should be provided. Semantic
information should be extracted from texts and represented
in a language independent form, so that the authoring pro-
cess can transparently apply to any text (whatever its source
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language is). Making the fact extraction stage in IE, a lan-
guage neutral process has been already studied (e.g. [1]),
but over small domains. A multilingual IE applied to AA re-
quires large scale (lexical and ontological) knowledge bases
harmonized throughout the different languages.

In this paper an architecture for Multilingual Automatic
Authoring (MA) is presented based on knowledge intensive
and large-scale Information Extraction. The general archi-
tecture is presented capitalising robust methods of Informa-
tion Extraction [6] and large-scale multilingual resources
(e.g. EuroWordNet [16]). The system is developed within
a HLT European project, called NAMIC (News Agencies
Multilingual Information Categorisation)2.

Section 2 will introduce the main notion of multilingual
automatic authoring as proposed by this paper. Section 3
will define the principles behind the NAMIC approach to
authoring, while describing details of the proposed archi-
tecture. Section 4 will motivate the strengths (and benefits)
that makes the approach viable on a large scale.

2 Authoring

2.1 Automatic Authoring

The complexity of Multilingual Automatic Authoring
(MA) requires a suitable decomposition:� Text processing requires at least the detection of

morphosyntactic information characterising the source
texts: recognition, normalisation, and assignment of
roles is required for the main participants for the dif-
ferent events/facts described� Event Matching is then the activity of selecting the
relevant facts of a news article, in terms of their gen-
eral type (e.g. selling or buying companies, winning
a football match), their participants and their related
roles (e.g. the company sold or the winning football
team)� Authoring is thus the activity of generating links be-
tween news articles according to relationships estab-
lished among facts detected in the previous phase.

For instance, a company acquisition can be described in
news items as:

1. Intel, the world’s largest chipmaker, bought a unit of Danish
cable maker NKT that designs high-speed computer chips ....

2. The giant chip maker Intel said it acquired the closely held
ICP Vortex Computersysteme, a German maker of systems
for ....

3. Intel ha acquistato Xircom inc. per 748 milioni di dollari.

2Seehttp://namic.itaca.it.

4. Le dichiarazioni della Microsoft, infatti, sono state prece-
dute da un certo fermento, dovuto all’interesse verso Linux
di grandi ditte quali Corel, Compaq e non ultima Intel (che
ha acquistato quote della Red Hat) ...

The above news items (1-4) deal with facts in the same
area of interest of (potentially large classes of) readers.
Links should be provided to support fast access via brows-
ing to all these facts and suggest the underlying motivations.
The criterion here used to decide whether or not to create
(and use) a link is that all refer toIntel acquisitions.

Notice that a link generation process based only upon
words would use common words (i.e. the proper nounIn-
tel as potential anchor in linking) resulting in a huge set of
potential matches. Such a connectivity would bring more
noise than information in the user navigation phase.

It is important to stress that the relevant information con-
cerning Intel is mainly related to the following kernel infor-
mation in the examples 1,2 above:

1’ Intel buys a unit of NKT

2’ Intel acquires ICP Vortex.

Suitable links seem characterized by the equivalence be-
tween senses ofbought and acquired. Mechanisms like
query expansion or thesauri of synonyms (e.g. WordNet
[13]) are highly affected by word polisemy and noise. The
contextual information, i.e. grammatical and semantic role,
is critical here.Intel as ‘agent’ and NKT or ICP Vortexas
the sold companies motivates the relatedness. In fact, news
telling facts likeIntel buys siliconrepresents irrelevant in-
formation for the user class that is a target of the linking
process. Such unwanted sense of the verbbuyshould thus
be distinguished.

The example semantic descriptions although very shal-
low provide a core information able to support relatedness
judgments among documents (i.e. among the mentioned
events). If such basic event descriptions are available links
can be traced when enough relatedness can be detected. In
this way, the authoring problem is thus a side effect of the
overall language-processing task.

The example suggests that the decomposition suggested
in the beginning of this section includes mandatory steps.
First text processingis the responsible of the morpho-
syntactic recognition, building grammatical structures (i.e.
graphs) out from sentences. Notice how co-reference reso-
lution (see the role played by the pronounit in the second
example that co-refers the subjectIntel in the key part of the
sentence) is also useful. The capability of interpreting the
different grammatical relations, resolving potential corefer-
ences and mapping syntactic structures in event descriptions
is under the responsibility of theevent matchingphase. In
order to derive interpretation (i.e.events) from syntactic
representations, references to a target ontology are required.
In such an ontology, equivalence among facts (e.g.buying



companies) is represented. For instance, the relation among
buyandacquirecan be encoded under a more general no-
tion of financial acquisition. Ontologies thusdefinethe set
of relevant facts in a target domain. Afinancial acquisition
or hiring of playersare examples of relevant event types in
corporate industrialandsportsnews, respectively.

Conceptual differences among facts (detected during
event matching) motivate a selective notion of hyperlinking.
Links are generated during the latterautomatic authoring
phase. They are ontologically justified by the underlying
conceptual representations: link types likesame financial
acquisition, same person, or same companyare defined for
links. They keep links separated by class and serve as ex-
planations available to the user in the navigation phase.

2.2 Multilingual Automatic Authoring

Most of the above-mentioned phase for automated link-
ing require language neutral information (i.e. conceptual
and not simple lexical constraints). Notice that from a mul-
tilingual perspective (i.e. to establish links among news in
different languages), the full-text approaches to linkingcan
rely only on language independent phenomena (e.g. proper
nouns likeIntel). Unfortunately these are very limited and
not comprehensive in texts.

Again principled representations made available by IE
processes (i.e. templates) provide a viable solution. If event
descriptions (i.e. templates instantiated from news in dif-
ferent languages) are made available over a uniform seman-
tic formalism, this unified representation can multilingually
activate linking. At a conceptual level no difference should
exist between English, Spanish or Italian instances.Intel
ha acquistato Xircom inc.can be derived as a kernel infor-
mation of afinancial acquisition event(see the example 3
in the previous section). If a unified representation of roles
and concepts is here used, the event type, the fact thatIntel
is the ’Agent’ are also available and links can be decided as
much as in the monolingual case. This makes the authoring
a language independent process.

The described framework poses some challenges. First,
the sizeof the ontological resourcesrequired in terms of
taxonomic (i.e. IS A relations) and conceptual informa-
tion (i.e. classes of events and implied participant-event
relations) can be very large. Moreover,availability of
language-specific lexical interfacesto the ontology, for the
different involved languages is not trivial. Differences in
the linguistic realisations of events should be modeled in
such lexicons that are by no means small. Finally, the re-
quired task-dependent knowledge, that defines the set of
useful events for the user community, is hard to be designed
and encoded.

In the following section, a complex architecture is pro-
posed to tackle the above problems.

3 Multilingual Authoring in the NAMIC sys-
tem.

3.1 The NAMIC Architecture

The complexity of the AA framework proposed in the
previous section requires a modular architecture where ro-
bust Information Extraction fortext processingandmultilin-
gual event matching, and linking are integrated. In NAMIC,
the aim is to extract relevant facts from the news streams
of large European news agencies, to provide hypertextual
structures within each (monolingual) stream and then pro-
duce cross-lingual links between streams. The NAMIC sys-
tem is a distributed object oriented system where services
(e.g. text processing or Multilingual Authoring) are pro-
vided by independent components and asynchronous com-
munication is allowed. All the servers are (Java) objects
within a CORBA architecture integrating libraries written
in different languages (e.g. C, C++, Prolog, and Perl).
The communication interfaces among the components are
specified via XML DTDs, reflecting current standards (e.g.
NewsXML and IPTC subject codes [8]) within the news
business process.

Independent news streams for the different languages
(English, Spanish, and Italian) are input to specific proces-
sors (LPs), responsible for text processing and event match-
ing of independent text units in each stream. LPs produce
an objective representation(see Fig. 1) for each source
texts, including the detected morphosyntactic information.
A modular and lexicalised shallow morpho-syntactic parser
[4] is responsible of providing name entity matching and
extracting dependency graphs from source sentences. Top-
ical categorisation ([2]) of each news is also carried out
at this stage according to news standards (IPTC classes).
The description of the relevant events in a canonical (lan-
guage neutral) form is calledobjective representation(OR).
An OR includes the set of relevant information described
in the news different from any subjective use of the same
text made by any generic users. The later authoring ac-
tivity is based on this canonical representation. In partic-
ular a monolingual linking process is carried out within any
stream by the three monolingualAuthoring Engines(En-
glish AE, Spanish AE, and Italian AE). A second phase is
foreseen to take into account links across streams, i.e. mul-
tilingual hyper-linking: aMultilingual Authoring Engine
(M-AE) is here foreseen. The main difference between the
monolingual ande cross-lingual authoring is the more gran-
ular set of constraints that can be used in the former task
and the selection among the languages possible in the sec-
ond one.

Figure 1 represents the overall flow of information. The
Language Processors are composed by a morphosyntactic
(Eng, Ita and Spa MS) and an event-matching component
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Figure 1. Namic Architecture

(EM). Notice that the lexical interfaces (ELI, SLI and ItLI)
allow reference to a common (i.e. unified Domain model)
that includes all the ontological information required during
event matching.

The next section will add some details on the informa-
tion extraction process while Section 3.2.1 will describe the
proposed multilingual ontological representation that allow
event descriptions to be shared among languages.

3.2 Multilingual Information Extraction.

The key components of an IE system areeventsandob-
jects, i.e. facts and participants that justify hyperlinks in
automatic authoring (AA). Coreference is also a necessary
component in Authoring as Named Entities and their refer-
ent expressions bring important information in AA. In IE,
the notion ofworld modelhas been used as an ontological
representation of events and objects for one (or more) do-
main(s). The world model describes event and object types,
with attributes. Event types characterise a set of events and
are usually expressed in a text via verbs. Object Types on

the other hand, are best thought of as characterising a set of
domain entities and usually represented in a text by nouns
(both proper and common). In Information Extraction, in-
stances of each type are inserted/added to the world model
and those instances that refer to the same thing are linked in
coreference resolution.

In NAMIC, the world model is created using the XI
cross-classification hierarchy [9], proposed for LaSIE [11].
The resulting XI-based hierarchy is referred to as an ontol-
ogy. It associates nodes in the ontology with attributes and
supports inheritance. Processing a text works by populat-
ing the initially bare world model with the various instances
and relations mentioned in the text and converting it into a
discourse model specific to the particular text. The entire
process ofevent matchingin NAMIC is thus designed as a
LaSIE-like discourse processing task.

The Discourse Processor module maps the semantic rep-
resentation produced by the morphosyntactic component
(MS) into a representation of instances, their ontological
classes and their attributes. An effective coreference algo-
rithm is then applied to attempt to resolve, or in fact merge,
the newly added with the current instances. Merging in-
volves the removal of the least specific instances (i.e. the



highest in the ontology) and the merging of all known at-
tributes. This results in a single instance (multiply realised
in the texts) with several attributes and active relations in the
texts. Events are then matched against the known relations
involving verbs (i.e. realisations of event types) and some
object types as participants.

3.2.1 The Ontological Information

Notice how the large sets of object and event types used
in the NAMIC discourse processing component should be
shared among different languages. EuroWordNet [16] has
been used as a common semantic formalism. The NAMIC
ontology thus consists of 40 predefined object types ex-
tended with nearly 1,000 objects that correspond to Eu-
roWordNet Base Concepts [16].

EuroWordNet [16] is a multilingual lexical knowledge
(KB) base with wordnets for several European languages
(Dutch, Italian, Spanish, German, French, Czech and Es-
tonian). The wordnets are structured in the same way as
the American wordnet for English WordNet developed at
Princeton [13] in terms ofsynsets(sets of synonymous
words) with basic semantic relations between them.

Each wordnet represents a unique language-internal sys-
tem of lexicalisations. In addition, the wordnets are linked
to an Inter-Lingual-Index (ILI), based on the Princeton
WordNet 1.5. Via this index, sysnsets in one language are
mapped to the 1.5. version. Languages are thus intercon-
nected so that it is possible to go from words in one lan-
guage to words in any other language via their meaning and
the mapping through the ILI. In the index a subset of 1,024
Base Concepts (BC) is represented.

In NAMIC Base Concepts are included in the world
model as object types, thus providing a common seman-
tic framework for the common nouns of all the involved
languages. Eurowordnet supports (1) lexical semantic in-
ferences (e.g. generalisation, disambiguation among mean-
ings), (2) broad multilingual (lexical and semantical) cover-
age and (3) a common interlingual platform for event repre-
sentation.

Once the event type relevant for a domain can be ex-
pressed via relations among ontological concepts (i.e. ob-
ject types) a shared formal expression can be built from the
facts matched in documents. Multilingual Automatic link-
ing (modules AE and M-AE in Figure 3.1) is thus a side-
effect of the overall IE process.

4 Why multilingual authoring is viable in
NAMIC?

The traditional limitations of a knowledge-based infor-
mation extraction system such as LaSIE has been the need
to hand-code information for the world model - specifically

relating to the event structure of the domain. This is also
valid for NAMIC. At this purpose a semi-automatic booting
process has been applied to develop the event type compo-
nent of the world model. To us, event descriptions can be
categorised as a set of regularly occurring verbs within our
domain, complete with their subcategorisation information.

These verbs can be extracted with simple statistical tech-
niques and are, for the moment subjected to hand prun-
ing. Once a list of verbs has been extracted, subcategorisa-
tion patterns can be generated automatically using machine
learning techniques (i.e. Galois lattices as described in [3]).

The lattice derived by the technique proposed
in [3] represents patterns whose semantic con-
straints are expressed via synsets in the Word-
Net 1.5 base concepts. As an example,(buy,
[Agent:Company,Object:Company]) expresses
the knowledge required for matching sentences like ”Intel
buys Vortex”. Company is a base concept in Wordnet
shared among the three languages and reachable via the
Inter-Lingual-Index. It is thus included in the world model
object hierarchy as described in the previous section. These
Base Concepts play the role of multilingual abstractions for
the event constraints.

Verb frames (or possibly meaningful clusters of them)
can then be uploaded into the event hierarchy. The current
set of event types (8 main types in a financial domain rang-
ing from ”Company Acquisitions” and ”Company Assets”
to ”Regulation”) can be thus connected with lexicalisations
in three languages. First, the verb patterns derived for En-
glish are mapped to specific event types: a verb pattern like
(buy, [Agent:Company,Object:Company]) as
a ”Company acquisition” event type). Then, translations
into Italian and Spanish rules (e.g.(acquistare,
[Agent:Company,Object:Company])) inherit the
same topological position in the ontology. Accordingly, the
world model have a structure which is essentially language
independent in all but the lowest level - at which stage lex-
icalisations relating to each representative language arere-
quired. Associated with the lexicalisations are the language
dependent (verbal) rules which control the behavior of in-
stances of these events in the discourse processing.

The integrated adoption of Eurowordnet and automatic
acquisition/translation of verb rules is thus the key of a suc-
cessful and quick development of the large scale IE compo-
nent required in automatic authoring.

5 Conclusions

In this paper a general NLP-based approach to automatic
authoring has been presented. The emphasis has been given
to traditional capabilities of Information Extraction in Web
service scenarios with their inherent multilinguality. IEis
here seen as a powerful solution for cross-lingual hypertex-



tual authoring. Other works in this area make extensive use
of traditional IR techniques (e.g. full text search) or rely
on already traced (i.e. manually coded) hyperlinks (e.g.
[5, 7, 12]). The suggested NAMIC architecture exploits lin-
guistic capabilities for deriving entirely original (ex novo)
resources, over dynamic, previously unreleased, streams of
information.

NAMIC is a novel large-scale multilingual NLP applica-
tion capitalising existing methods and resources within an
advanced software engineering process. The use of a dis-
tributed Java/CORBA architecture makes the system very
attractive for its scalability and adaptivity. In fact, although
its complexity, the overall organisation (lexical interfaces
with respect to the multilingual ontology) makes it very well
suited for customisation and porting to large domains.
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